Meet the men from 'To Catch a Predator'

Click through a photo and video gallery with information on the men who showed up on "To Catch a Predator." STORY

More 'To Catch a Predator'

Potential predators go south in Kentucky
Meet the men featured in Kentucky 'Predator'
Pricey home is rich place for potential predators
No day at the beach for N.J. potential predators
Chris Hansen: Reflections on 'To Catch a Predator'

Book excerpt: Enemies in your home

ONLINE SAFETY KIT

What you need to know
Talk to your kids about online safety, 'predators'
Tips from the Polly Klaas Foundation
Warning signs on kids’ risky online behavior
Experts answer frequently asked questions
Share: What do you and your family do to stay safe online?
Why are kids still surfing in the bedroom?
For parents: Tips for kids of different ages
Online safety contracts for parents and kids
What you don’t know can hurt your kids
Abduction protection: Be street-smart
Talk to your teens before getting them tech toy gifts
FULL 'ONLINE SAFETY KIT'

More on the series
Most teens have met strangers online
Survey: Do you meet strangers online?
Feedback about this series
Del the decoy
What can be done to stop predators?
Extended footage
Potential predator? Seek help
Help, links for those who think they could be a potential predator
Do you have an Internet problem? Take this quiz

Exclusive Webisodes
Video blog: Hansen, producer reflect on series
Highlights, memorable characters
Experts answer frequently asked questions

Dateline videos
Broadcast episodes
Washington D.C. suburb
Southern California
Darke County, Ohio

INVESTIGATIONS
Dateline hidden camera investigations on predators
Location Year No. of men who showed up
Outside NYC- area 2004 18 men in 2 1/2 days
Washington D.C. suburb 2005 19 men in 3 days
Southern California 2006 50 men in 3 days
Greenville, Ohio *Part 1 and Part 2 2006 18 men in 3 days (list)
Ft. Myers, Florida *Part 1 and Part 2 2006 24 men in 3 days (list)
Harris County, Ga. *Part 1 and 2006 20 men in 4 1/2 days (list)
From the Department of Justice

**National Sex Offender Public Registry**

Search by name, zip code, and state. The site is one-stop access to registries from all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

**Viewer info**

For tapes and transcripts

Viewers can call 1-866-NBC-TAPE for NBC News transcripts and tapes of selected Dateline segments.

**Book excerpt**

The lure of the Internet

Cybersex. Solicitation of minors on the Web. Internet porn. The Internet and the immediacy that it offers for sexual gratification has shaped our society more profoundly than any other media in history.


**RSS Feed: Get the latest**

Add Dateline's 'To Catch a Predator' stories to your newsreader.

What is an RSS feed?
To report potential predators, contact your local police department or report to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children's cyber tip line.

For parents: How to better protect your kids

For kids: Don't believe the type